
Chlamydia  
I never know what to rite !!!  If you like  having sex      

without condoms lets meet.  COGP/CCM. Often ain’t 

got no symptoms BUT can give you sore balls & pain 

when peeing & penile discharge  

HIV  
Successful retro virus with staying power WLTM anyone  

for lifelong infection.  COGP/MTE.  Love bareback sex. 

Into blood, semen, vaginal fluids and breast milk. Can 

travel. Condoms and lube  users need not apply  

Gonorrhoea 
VERY attractive / character !!! I'm passed on by any sex 

involving mouth, penis or  vagina.  I love causing 

irritation , discharge from your penis & pain when peeing 

though often skip  symptoms  Choose me for some fun ? 

CCM/COGP 

Syphilis 
Old timer returning to the Scottish scene after some time 

away. Lots to offer the right guy (prefer gay or Bi guys) a 

sore, ulcers, maybe even a body rash!! Then again I 

sometimes  forget to give you symptoms  silly me CCM, 

though I cause serious trouble if left  untreated COGP 

Hepatitis 
I make new friends easily. Known as the ‘STI of many faces ’ 

there is Hep A, Hep B and increasingly Hep C MTE/COGP/

VA. I'm  mean, keen  and dangerous to have . ESPECIALLY  

B & C  

Herpes 
If UR looking 4 sore blisters on your  penis , bum or mouth , 

then I'm the  virus 4 you !!!  MTE  

NSU 

Hi … I'm very mysterious … no one knows the real me 

…..WLTM  some one special I can be a bit irritating BUT YOU 

WILL keep coming back for more .xx 

CCM,COGP, 

 

Genital warts  
I want you ! I might be common as muck but give me 

skin to skin contact and I’ll do all the rest! MTE, though  

I hate rejection so don’t be surprised if I keep coming 

back   

CCM Completely Curable With Medicine.  MTE Medical Treatment Exists  COGP Condoms Offer Good Protection.   

CMOPP Condoms May Offer Partial Protection.  GSOH Good Sense of Humour . WLTM Would Like To Meet  

VA Vaccination is available  

STI — PERSONAL ADS  


